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THE WHITE MAN'S FORTRESS-South Africa-stands at the tip of a
continent swept by over a decade of struggle and achievement against
imperialism and colonialism. Within ils fenced-in borders a system of
rule has become entrenched which not only shocks the conscience of
the whole civilised world but which, in particular, constitutes an insult
and a humiliation to all men whose skin is not white.

Imperialism everywhere stands condemned for the ravages it has
wrought on the well-being, dignity and self-respect of those who have
been its victims. But in South Africa the nakedness of its purpose and
the arrogance of its standard-bearers is today unrivalled. Historically,
it has for its model Hitler's Nazi Reich.

The title to Brian Bunting's book The Rise of the South African Reich
is no eye-catching propaganda stunt. When you have finished reading
it you will wonder, as 1 did, why the swastika on the cover does not
stand out more prominently.

Of eourse no two historical situations are exactly alike. Even as
between German and Italian fascism there were differences based on
the precise context in which each was born and flourished. So too in
South Africa. The history of the conquest of the Africans and of the
inner conflicts within the ruling group, the different international
situation in which it grew, the background and national character of



its protagonists-all these things and more give fascism in South Africa
an indigenous flavour. But its essence remains unaffected.

The German Nazj's version of fascism, reflecting the violent crisis of
German imperialism, was more extreme, racialistic and inhuman than
Mussolini's pretentious philosophising. The Nazis sank to the lowest
depths of sadism and 'Aryan' hysteria. Hitler's pronouncements quoted
at the beginning of many of the chapters sound like the sick ravings of
a lunatic-like something out of the nightmarish past. Yet Bunting's
book shows in a clear and well-documented fashion that in South Africa
today many of the basic tenets of Hitler's religion are being openly
and unashamedly practised in the full view of an outraged world.

Capitalism has developed in South Africa against a background of
intensive colonial exploitation and robbery of the African people,
together with a long history of white supremacy in theory and practice.
It is no accident that the South African government is the modern heir
to the Hitler tradition. Indeed, Bunting's book immediately raises the
question in one's mind whether, in certain fields, South Africa is the
pupil or the teacher of the Nazis.

The doctrine of the master race-the herrenvolk~the'God-created'
rulers who take unto themselves the power to give life and to take it
away-all this was part of the official thinking of Verwoerd's pre~

decessors long before the -world had heard of Hitler.
The robbery of the Africans' land, their relegation to the role of

chattels to serve the rich white·moriopolized economy required a
rationalization........the master race theory. What the other imperialist
powers were embarrassed to admit the Afrikaner Republic was shouting
from the roof-tops. 'There shall be no equality in church or state,'
proclaimed the Boers in their constitution of the last century. This
philosophy has remained the foundation upon which every South
African government since then has built.

Bunting traces the precise form in which South Africa's own bra..nd
of fascism has ripened to what it is today. In the result he has admirably
presented both the politician and the scholar with a much more
thorough grasp of the special features connected with the entrenchment
of herrenvolkism in South Africa. Throughout; he emphasizes the
close connection between Afrikaner nationalism and fascism. Is this
connection so significant today? Has not the challenge of the forces of
national liberation, partjculaty in the last decade, resulted in a white
unity ofboth sections-Boer and Briton-to preserve white domination?
Would a government dominated by EngJish·speaking whites behave
any differently?

The Rise of the South African Reich does not set out to' answer these
questions. It is not a history of white conquest in South Africa; it is a
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study of the evolution of the fascist-type dictatorship which rules the
country today. The heart of the South African conflict is, of course,
not the relatively minor differences between the English and Afrikaans
speaking sections of the privileged white minority; it has always been,
and is today seen by the world to be, the struggle of the non~white

majority for freedom and the ending of all privileges. But this history
of conflicts and antagonisms between Boer and Briton cannot be
written off as irrelevant, though on the central issue they make common
cause against democracy and African liberation. The only force which
can and will transform South Africa is the national liberation move·
ment, but it is erroneous to consider the whites as an undifferentiated
reactionary mass. To defeat white domination one must study and
understand the various currents and trends which exist, while guarding
against the pipe dream that our salvation can be entrusted to Verwoerd's
'loyal opposition' in the all~White South African Parliament. Bunting,
clearly, harbours no such illusions:

'... the real challenge to Nationalist rule is not presented by the parlia·
mentary opposition which has been reduced to petulant impotence, nor
by the Liberal Party. which still adheres to the policy of non-violent
constitutionalism, but by the non-white people themselves who, denied the
vote, are increasingly compelled to seek other and even more drastic
channels of political expression.' (p. 136.)

Despite the short-term affinity of interests between both groups of
.privileged whites, the trends of authoritarianism, even though its sights
are focused on the non~whites, are beginning to affect those whites
who do not find a comfortable place in the ranks of the 'Afrikaner
volk'. The venom which pours forth against the so-called English press
and the tendencies towards establishing a 'pure' Afrikaner culture and
control at the expense of the English-speaking whites are factors which
the scientific revolutionary cannot afford to dismiss.

The outline of events since the Nationalist Party came to power in
1948 not only once again shocks those of us who have lived through
some of the terror but is an indispensable armoury of facts and analysis
in the hands of the whole national liberation movement and its friends.

The first to face the fire was the South African Communist Party.
The fascist ruling group has always regarded the Communist Party as
its most dangerous opponent because, as it was put by Eric Louw, 'it
recognizes no distinction of colo}!r or race'. It is a tribute to the prestige
of this organization that hundreds ·of thousands of workers downed
tools for a day in protest against the law which forced it underground.
Many were shot down.

The attack on Communists was the precursor to fifteen years of ever-
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increasing persecution of the non-white opposition and its leaders
some of whom, at this moment, face a very real danger of being hanged.

The attempts to smash the people's organization went hand-m-hand
with legislation whose main purpose was to further entrench white
domination in every sphere of life. At the administrative level brutality
and torture became an almost everyday occurrence.

Those who would have us believe that there is even the slightest
prospect that the South African state wilJ undergo a change of heart
by gentle persuasion need only refer to the sordid picture of events in
the last three years.

Bunting's book is also most effectively studded with pronouncements
by leading government figures. Their own words make out an unanswer
able case for their speedy destruction. Let me quote but a few:

'We stand for Christian Nationalism whieh is an ally of National Socialism.
You can call this anti-democratie principle dictatorship if you wish. In
Italy it is called fascism, in Germany German National Socialism, and in
South Africa Christian Nationalism.' (A 1942 speech by B. J. Vorster, the
present Minister of Justice.)
'We want to make sure that South Africa remains a white man's country.'
(Dr. Malan, the first Nationalist Prime Minister).
'There is no place for him (the Bantu) in the European community above
the level of certain forms of labour •.• Until now he has been subject to a
school system which drew him away from his own community and misled
him by showing him the green pastures of European society in which he
is not allowed to graze.' (Dr. Verwoerd-June 1954.)

It is no accident that the most power-packed treatment to date of
nationalist fascism comes from the pen of Bunting-the courageous
editor of The Guardian and its successors (each in turn outlawed by the
government). From 1948 to 1963 he personally experienced much of
the terror which has been unleashed against Verwoerd's political
opponents. He was jailed, banned and house-arrested and it is evident
that he writes not as an academic research worker but as a person who
has himself made a most important contribution in the struggle to end
nationalist tyranny in South Africa.
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PSEUDO SOCIALISM I K. Nkosi

AFRICAN SOCIALISM· F_lUl<r Brockway

11re Bodley Head, London. 121. 6d.

1HE PUBUSHER'S NOTE DESCR.I8ES TIlE ATJIHOR. Fenner Brockway, 'as
one of the House of Conunons leading experts on Africa", and, in the
biographical Dote on the author, it is said: 'he is sometimes described
as the Member for Africa because of his interest in and wide knowledge
of that continent'. The biographical note draws attention too. to his
role in the House of Conunons on behalf of African peoples, and his
friendship with many of those who are now Prime Ministers or
Presidents of African countries.

All of this is true. Indeed Mr. Brockway enjoys a well-deserved
reputation for his activity in the struggle against imperialism in Africa.
His efforts in the Movement for Colonial Freedom and on behalf of
political refugees enhance that reputation. All of this lends authority
to what he has to say and, since he also promises us our hearts' desire,
it is regrettable, perhaps even tragic, that he should be so vague and
confused.

Those who are seeking a road to socialism for Africa will be dis
appointed in his book.

The publishers say: 'The author ... here describes the historical
background of emergent African States and examines their plans and
problems.

'He believes that Africa may become the United Socialist States of
Africa and he considers the biggest long term question of all-Will the
results be democratic or totalitarian l'

This is a fair description of the content of his book for, in his own
way, however superficially and inadequately, this is what the author
has done.

His description of the historical background of the emergent African
States is lacking in depth and his examination of their plans and
problems appears to be too perfunctory-almost casual for the purpose
of arriving at any scientific conclusions about socialist trends in Africa.
He bases his conclusions largely on personal observations, discussions
with leaders of the emergent African States, and extracts from their
writings on 'socialism'. But there is little here in the way of hard facts
which would enable the reader to judge for himself how soundly based
or otherwise these conclusions may be. '



Brockway uses terms such as 'African Socialism,' 'Democratic
Socialism,' 'Pragmatic Socialism,' 'Marxist Socialism,' 'Marxist·
Leninist Socialism' (he describes himself as a 'Libertarian Socialist'), in
such a way as to confuse the form and content of socialism and also
to compromise the content of socialism. Sengbor, Nyerere and Mboya,
from all of whom be quotes, of course do the same. This practice is one
of the main sources of confusion in Africa on what socialism really is.
Brockway's contribution does not help to bring clarity.

The belie( that Africa may become the united Socialist States of
Africa is one that is shared by many and there are good sound political,
economic and sociological reasons for such an opir).ion. Mr. Brockway
ignores these reasons. The result is that we have only part of the
evidence. It is perhaps a coincidence that it is that part which tends to
foster the illusion that there are ways to socialism other than the
Marxist-Leninist way.

An example of Brockway's shallow and confused thinking is to be
found in the trivia which he produces as evidence of the trends towards
socialism in Africa. He has this to say:

'What is not so fully realized is that the African leaders and the African
National Movements are to an extraordinary degree dedicated also to the
task of repudiating the capitalism whose urges led to the occupation of their
continent in [he nineteenth century and of consciously directing lheir new
independent states towards lhe creation of socialist societies. Nearly every
politically alert African Nationalist regards himself as a socialist....
African Nationalists are instinctively socialists.' He has been told: They
(Africans) regard themselves as Jiving under an economK: occupation and
identify their economic masters wilh the colonialism against which they.
are in revolt. They have been led to socialism by their nationalism.'

Again, in the chapter 'Why Africa Turns to Socialism', he asks and
answers the question: 'How does it come about that so many African
leaders are socialist l'

'One reason is their age group. Most of tbern are between forty and fifty
years old. Which means that they were concluding their student days
towards the end of the war when socialism was at the top of the wave of
popularity in Europe. British students came under the direct influence of
opinion which swept the Labour Party to power in"4.5 ... A considerable
influence was the teaching of Harold Laski at the London School of
Economics . . . Students at American Universities came under similar
influences...• the Negro students at Uncoln University, American and
African, responded excitedly to the sweeping advance of the Labour Party
in Britain ... The formative thinking of Africa's political command was
created at this time ...'

And more of such trivia which after all, if true, is only a part of the
truth and only a tiny part at that.
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Nowhere is there any mention of the influence and impact on the
African masses of the revolutions and achievements of the U.S.S.R.,
the Peoples' Democracies, Communist China and Cuba. When the
Socialist countries are demonstrating to all the world with the passing
of each day, week, month and year, the superiority of socialism over
capitalism! TIlere is no mention or even suggestion by the author that
there coiJ.Jd be pressure from the African masses on their leaders and
organizations turning them towards socialist objectives or at least the
verbal acceptance ofsocialism by Nyerere, Mboya, Senghor and others.

Lost in the confusion of all this juggling with the different 'social isms'
is the fact that as yet the only peoples to achieve socialism have been
those who have proceeded about it in a scientific manner on the basis
of Marxism-Leninism. Indeed, it is not even hinted at let alone
mentioned.

]t is clear that Brockway equates 'totalitarianism' with Communism
and Marxist-Leninism and since he also confuses the form and content
of socialism it would seem that 'the biggest long-term question' he
considers is really two questions-Can the peoples of Africa achieve
socialism by means other than Marxism-Leninism? And, will the
content of what they achieve be a different socialism to that of the
countries which have won theirs by Marxism-Leninism?

Of course this is nonsense! The content of socialism cannot be
chan8ed. Consisting as it does in the final analysis of the means of
production being the conunon property of all, it is unalterable. Whether
it is in England, Russia, China or Africa this content will be the same.
The use of labels does not change anything. The label of National
Socialism did not make the content of fascism socialist. The labels of
Democratic ·Socialism, Pragmatic Socialism, African Socialism,
Marxist Socialism (as something 'different' to Marxist-leninist
Socialism), will not change the nature and structure of the societies
they attempt to conceal.

And, since there exists not one single socialist state that was brought
into being by means other than the application of Marxism-Leninism,
is it not a hollow pretence to suggest n.ow when more than a third of
the world is socialist that there is any other way to socialism? The
effect of what Mr. Brockway has to say in his book, if it obtains a wide
readership in Africa, is the export to Africa of the woolly thinking and
political mythology with which British Social Democracy has confused
the British workers for the past forty years.

It is difficult most of the time to take Brockway seriously. To quote
another example from the many that offer themselves:

A more fundamental argument for the presence of communist tendencies
in Africa is the authoritarian form of Government adopted by many of
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the new nations. The V.A.R., the Sudan, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, even
Tanpnyika illustrate this in varying degrees. Are these nations likely to
slip into the communist pattern?

Then followed a page and a half of argument as to why democratic
practices are 'inapplicable' to some African countries. An argument,
incidentally, that could have been used by -Dr. Verwoerd.

To do him justice, though, Mr. Brockway vigorously condemns the
Verwoerd regime, declaring the RepubJiO' of South Africa to be 'the
only independent state in Africa that is totalitarian ... in its conduct
towards the coloured races and all who challenge its authority'. African
states which resort to one-party regimes and other practices which do
not conform to the Westminster pattern of 'democracy' and what the
author calls 'liberal socialism' are described more sympathetically as
'authoritarian', and the writer concedes that 'authoritarian methods
alone seem adequate'. It should be noted that his 'justification' for
strong governments in Africa betrays a certain contempt, perhaps
unconscious, for the common people of Africa.

What is totally Jacking from his conception is the overwhelming fact
that the African people are engaged in a continuing and bitter struggle
against colonialism, neo<olonialism and their local agents and
remnants. He does say that African governments 'regard the achieve
ment of independence, the integration of nationhood and the con
struction of socialism as a continuing revolution'. This sound observa
tion should have given Mr. Brockway the clue: in achieving its con
tinuing revolutiqn Africa is at war with foreign imperialism and its
allied reactionary forces in our midst. This is a situation which the
so-called 'libertarian socialism' of Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition in
the British Labour Party is completely unable to deal with, or even to
comprehend. Mr. Brockway's dilemma is that his theories are totally
unsuitable to Africa and inapplicable in Africa. Perhaps he would
condescend to Jearn something from Africa as well, and ask himself
honestly whether he imagines that such theories will ever bring sbcialism
to Britain either.

Pseudo-socialism may flourish in the atmosphere of British politics,
buffered from realities by the vast wealth gathered to that island out
of the sweated labour and stolen resources of the African and other
colonial peoples. But it cannot deceive the African peoples, or survive
under the pitiless realities of our bitter fight.
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